OSPO OnRamp

First meeting

Dec 10th 2021
Some organisational topics

- We will record the first part of the meeting and provide the recording later via the OSPO OnRamp website: spo.zone/onramp.

- The second part (open discussion part) will not be recorded and will be held under Chatham House rule (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chatham_House_Rule).

- OSPO OnRamp is planned as regular meeting series Every 2nd Friday of a month at 10:30am CET. An ICS-File for your calendar is available at the website: spo.zone/onramp.

- Please subscribe to spo.onramp@framalistes.org for updates and latest infos.
Our agenda for today

- Intro into the OSPO OnRamp concept - Call for active participation (10min).
- Michael Picht (SAP) - The SAP OSPO (25min).
- Cédric Thomas (OW2) - The OW2 OSS Good Governance initiative, an OSPO implementation blueprint (25min).
- Open discussion (*) (30min).
Why OSPO OnRamp

- Low-threshold offering for interested parties. (No membership, no registration, open to everyone)
- Protected environment (Chatham House rule) for a really open exchange and discussions - We are happy if you talk about mistakes, pitfalls and disasters. You can’t learn without making errors.
- Generate useful content on OSPOs, with a focus on the European ecosystem, to help others getting started and mature with Open Source.
Our targets

- A regular meeting open to everyone, but with special focus on the needs of the growing European OSS ecosystem.
- For business, academia and the public sector. For organisations, which just started their Open Source journey and want to learn more about OSPOs.
- A place where the experienced are there to help and support the newbies to grow and nurture the Open Source ecosystem.
- Enable organisations to become an active part in the ongoing EU-based “Digital Sovereignty” ecosystem.
Who is using OSS?

80-90%

According to Forrester & Gartner
https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/801412
The shifting impact of open source

Before:
Open source as a commoditization strategy (OSes, LAMP)

Now:
Open source is how innovation happens (Cloud, AI, Edge, IoT)

Cost

Value

Open source participation
(# of projects, contributors, ecosystem participants, lines of code)
The open source advantage

3x

“...top-quartile company adoption of open source has three times the impact on innovation as compared with companies in other quartiles.”

Source: McKinsey

100%

productivity improvement seen by firms contributing to open source.

Source: Harvard Business School
Open Source in Europe: from adoption to contribution

Open source has a significant and growing impact on the EU economy

EU open source activity in 2018:

➔ 260K contributors (on GitHub)
➔ 30M contributions (on GitHub)
➔ 16,000 FTEs
➔ €65 to €95 billion economic impact

GitHub Commits per EU country

Source: OFE and Fraunhofer ISI
Open source as a strategic enabler

Participation in open source has emerged as a potent force for competitive advantage
One example

Catena-X starts with Ten Use Cases (Apps) and focuses on eliminating Barriers for Partners, especially SMEs.
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Become a supporter of the OSPO Alliance

- Show your commitment and let us add your logo on the webpage.

- No membership, no fees.

- However we highly appreciate active contributions, e.g. at discussions on the mailing list or content to share with others.

- Join the OSPO Alliance mailing list at ospo.zone@eclipse.org
Recording stopped

From now everything is under Chatham House rule

When a meeting, or part thereof, is held under the Chatham House Rule, participants are free to use the information received, but neither the identity nor the affiliation of the speaker(s), nor that of any other participant, may be revealed.
Backup